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ABSTRACT
We investigate the evolution of the star formation rate (SFR)–density relation in the Extended
Chandra Deep Field South and the Great Observatories Origin Deep Survey fields up to
z ∼ 1.6. In addition to the ‘traditional method’, in which the environment is defined according
to a statistical measurement of the local galaxy density, we use a ‘dynamical’ approach, where
galaxies are classified according to three different environment regimes: group, ‘filament-
like’ and field. Both methods show no evidence of an SFR–density reversal. Moreover, group
galaxies show a mean SFR lower than other environments up to z ∼ 1, while at earlier epochs
group and field galaxies exhibit consistent levels of star formation (SF) activity. We find that
processes related to a massive dark matter halo must be dominant in the suppression of the
SF below z ∼ 1, with respect to purely density-related processes. We confirm this finding by
studying the distribution of galaxies in different environments with respect to the so-called
main sequence (MS) of star-forming galaxies. Galaxies in both group and ‘filament-like’
environments preferentially lie below the MS up to z ∼ 1, with group galaxies exhibiting
lower levels of star-forming activity at a given mass. At z > 1, the star-forming galaxies
in groups reside on the MS. Groups exhibit the highest fraction of quiescent galaxies up
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to z ∼ 1, after which group, ‘filament-like’ and field environments have a similar mix of
galaxy types. We conclude that groups are the most efficient locus for SF quenching. Thus,
a fundamental difference exists between bound and unbound objects, or between dark matter
haloes of different masses.

Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: groups: general – galaxies: star formation –
infrared: galaxies.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The properties of galaxies in the local Universe appear to de-
pend strongly on their environment. This issue was highlighted
by Dressler (1980) with the so-called morphology–density rela-
tion. Namely, massive ellipticals and S0 galaxies are preferentially
found in crowded regions, such as cluster cores, while spiral and
disc galaxies prefer less dense environments.

It is also well established that a rather tight correlation exists be-
tween morphological type and level of star formation (SF) activity.
In general, disc galaxies tend to have a higher star formation rate
(SFR) than spheroidal systems. Recently, the nature of this relation
has been carefully studied up to z ∼ 2.5 by Wuyts et al. (2011),
through the use of the deep Herschel1 surveys and well-calibrated
complementary SFR indicators on the major blank fields, such as
the Great Observatories Origin Deep Survey (GOODS; Giavalisco
et al. 2004) and Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS; Scov-
ille et al. 2007) fields. This work highlights that the so-called main
sequence (MS) of star-forming systems, observed at any redshift
(e.g. Daddi et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007a), corre-
sponds to a well-defined sequence of disc galaxies, while spheroidal
systems tend to live below the MS. In light of this finding, the SFR–
density relation can be seen as an alternative way to study the
morphology–density relation.

A galaxy’s SFR is on average anticorrelated with the galaxy
density in the local Universe (Lewis et al. 2002; Gómez et al.
2003; Kauffmann et al. 2004). In fact, highly star-forming galaxies
are mostly found in low-density environments, while the cores of
massive clusters are full of massive, early-type galaxies dominated
by old stellar populations. However, the way this relation evolves
with redshift is still a matter of debate.

It has been argued that as we approach the epoch at which early-
type galaxies form the bulk of their stars at z � 1.5 (e.g. Rettura
et al. 2010), the SFR–density should progressively reverse, such
that high-density regions host highly star-forming galaxies at ear-
lier cosmic time. Elbaz et al. (2007) and Cooper et al. (2008) observe
this reversal already at z ∼ 1 in the GOODS field and the DEEP2
Galaxy Redshift Survey, respectively. Using Herschel Photodetect-
ing Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS; Poglitsch et al. 2010)
data, Popesso et al. (2011) detect the reversal only for high-mass
galaxies. According to the authors, this is due to high-mass galaxies
being more likely to host active galactic nuclei (AGN). Since AGN
exhibit a slightly higher SFR with respect to galaxies of the same
stellar mass (Santini et al. 2012), AGN hosts tend to be star forming
(see also Rosario et al. 2013). On the other hand, Feruglio et al.
(2010), Ideue et al. (2009, 2012) and Tanaka et al. (2009) find no
reversal in the COSMOS field, arguing that the reversal, if any, must
occur at z ∼ 2.

1 Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided
by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with important partic-
ipation from NASA.

The aforementioned studies, use different SFR indicators. Cooper
et al. (2008) and Muzzin et al. (2012) convert the [O II] emission line
flux into an SFR, while Elbaz et al. (2007), Feruglio et al. (2010)
and Tran et al. (2010) use Spitzer Multiband Imaging Photometer
(MIPS) 24 µm data to measure the SF activity of their galaxy sam-
ple. In addition, Elbaz et al. (2007) complement the estimates of
SFR derived from the 24 µm flux with those from ultraviolet (UV)
emission. All of these estimators can be heavily affected by dust ex-
tinction uncertainties, by AGN contamination and/or by metallicity
(e.g. Kewley, Geller & Jansen 2004). These problems can be over-
come by measuring the SFR from the far-infrared (IR) luminosity,
as done in Popesso et al. (2011). Indeed, Herschel PACS data cover
the wavelength range at which the bulk of the UV light is re-emitted
by dust, at least up to z ∼ 1.5 (Elbaz et al. 2011). This enables an
accurate estimate of the SFR and avoids possible contamination by
AGN emission, more common in the mid-IR spectral range (Netzer
et al. 2007).

Also the definition of the environment estimated via the local
galaxy density is somewhat arbitrary. Indeed, several works mea-
sure the distance to the Nth nearest neighbour (e.g. Cooper et al.
2008). This method is strongly dependent on N: small values probe
high-density regions better though they smooth the low-density
ones, while high values of N could wash out the information on
overdensities when the number of galaxies in a given halo is less
than N (Cooper et al. 2005; Muldrew et al. 2012; Woo et al. 2013).
Other authors measure the density of neighbours within a fixed
comoving volume centred on each galaxy (e.g. Elbaz et al. 2007;
Popesso et al. 2011).

All of these methods rely on the assumption that the local number
density of galaxies is a good representation of the environment.
However, if the environment is defined as the halo mass of the
parent halo to which the galaxy belongs, this is not necessarily the
case. Indeed, a filament (interconnecting ‘nodes’ of the same large-
scale structure), the outskirts of a massive galaxy cluster and the
core of a galaxy group could exhibit the same galaxy density, even
being sites of quite different physical processes (on multiple scales
these environments can be separated; see e.g. Wilman, Zibetti &
Budavári 2010).

Further complication is added by the interplay of mass and den-
sity. According to Kauffmann et al. (2004), mass and galaxy density
are coupled, with the high-mass galaxies segregated in the densest
environments. This relation was already in place at z ∼ 1 (Scodeg-
gio et al. 2009; Bolzonella et al. 2010). Therefore, the evidence for
a clear SFR–density trend could be due to a different contribution
of massive and less-massive galaxies favouring different density
regimes.

In order to shed light on the relation between SFR, density and
halo mass, we take advantage of the combination of the deepest
available Spitzer and Herschel surveys of the Extended Chandra
Deep Field South (ECDFS) and the GOODS-South and -North
fields (GOODS-S and GOODS-N, respectively), observed in the
PACS Evolutionary Probe (Lutz et al. 2010) and GOODS-Herschel
(Elbaz et al. 2011) surveys. The combined GOODS data from these
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two surveys are described in Magnelli et al. (2013). In this work,
we use a spectroscopic selected sample as already done in Ziparo
et al. (2013, Z13 hereafter).

We first study the SFR–density relation up to z ∼ 1.6 in its stan-
dard definition, by estimating the local galaxy density parameter.
In the second part of the paper, we propose an alternative definition
of the SFR–environment relation: we distinguish between galaxy
group members, ‘filament-like’ environments and galaxies that are
isolated or more likely associated with lower mass haloes. For this
analysis, we use the galaxy group sample studied in Z13. In addi-
tion, we try to break the mass–density (environment) degeneracy,
by studying the location of group galaxies in the SFR–M∗ (M∗)
plane as a function of environment up to z ∼ 1.6.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly de-
scribe our data set and analysis. In Section 3, we present our results
and we discuss them in Section 4. Eventually, we draw our conclu-
sions in Section 5. Throughout our analysis we adopt a Chabrier
(2003) initial mass function and the following cosmological param-
eters: H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, �M = 0.3 and �� = 0.7.

2 TH E DATA SET

In Z13, we create a clean Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al.
2004) 3.6 µm selected galaxy sample in the ECDFS and GOODS
fields. This sample includes only galaxies with a spectroscopic
redshift and is drawn from the galaxy catalogues of Cardamone et al.
(2010), Grazian et al. (2006) and Wuyts et al. (2011), in the ECDFS,
the GOODS-S and the GOODS-N field, respectively. The group
sample studied in Z13 also includes the X-ray groups identified
in the COSMOS field by Finoguenov et al. (2007), George et al.
(2011) and George et al. (2012), and employs the group membership
defined by Popesso et al. (2012). However, given the rather low
spectroscopic completeness in the COSMOS field (40 per cent in the
M∗ range of interest, see Z13 for a complete discussion), this region
is not included in our current analysis. Indeed, it is not possible to
reliably estimate the local galaxy density parameter on the basis
of the pure spectroscopic data. The use of both spectroscopic and
photometric redshifts, as done in Kovač et al. (2010), is preferable
in the COSMOS field, where the sampling rate is spatially very
inhomogeneous. Thus, since the ECDFS and the GOODS fields
show an extremely high spectroscopic completeness (60–80 per cent
in M∗), we prefer to restrict our analysis to these regions.

We measure the SFR by using the deepest available Spitzer
MIPS 24 µm data combined with the deepest Herschel PACS 100
and 160 µm data. In order to overcome any blending issue, the
Spitzer and Herschel flux densities are derived with a point-spread-
function-fitting analysis guided by the position of sources detected
in deep IRAC images (see Magnelli et al. 2011, 2013). This method
solves a large part of the blending issues encountered (see results of
dedicated Monte Carlo simulations in Magnelli et al. 2013) and pro-
vides a straightforward association between IRAC, MIPS and PACS
sources. Furthermore, even if in high-density regions the prior PSF-
fitting method does not solve all blending issues, it should still
provide reliable estimates of the total IR fluxes of these clustered
regions and, thus, of their total SFR activity.

The SFR is estimated with the use of the IR templates of Elbaz
et al. (2011). For sources undetected in PACS and with only MIPS
detections, we use the ‘MS’ template, which turns out to provide
the most accurate estimate of the SFR from mid-IR data. In order
to complement the SFR derived from IR data (available for the
bulk of the star-forming population) with the SFR of the low star
forming or rather inactive galaxies (i.e. undetected in the mid- and

far-IR surveys), we measure the SFR via multiwavelength spectral
energy distribution (SED) fitting by using PHotometric Analysis
for Redshift Estimations2 (Le PHARE; Arnouts et al. 2001; Ilbert
et al. 2006) and the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) library. For this
purpose, we use the aforementioned multiwavelength photometric
catalogues (Grazian et al. 2006; Cardamone et al. 2010; Wuyts et al.
2011).

Z13 provide a careful calibration of the SFR derived via SED
fitting with respect to the more reliable SFR derived from IR data.
We find consistent estimates of SFR though the scatter is quite large,
ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 dex depending on the redshift range.

The SED fitting technique is also useful for estimating stellar
masses. The comparison of our estimates with those derived from
the same catalogues via different methods and/or templates shows
that we can accurately estimate M∗ within a factor of 2 (see Z13 for
more details).

The spectroscopic data used for the construction of the density
field and the dynamical analysis of the galaxy group sample are
taken from a collection of publicly available high-quality spectro-
scopic redshifts in the ECDFS (Popesso et al. 2009; Balestra et al.
2010; Cardamone et al. 2010; Silverman et al. 2010; Cooper et al.
2012, see Z13 for further details about the combination of the dif-
ferent catalogues). The spectroscopic catalogue of the GOODS-N
field is taken from Barger, Cowie & Wang (2008).

2.1 The galaxy group sample and their members

All the blank fields considered in our analysis are observed exten-
sively in the X-ray with Chandra and XMM–Newton. The X-ray
data reduction and the creation of the X-ray group catalogues are
explained in detail in Finoguenov et al. (2009) and in Finoguenov
et al. (in preparation). As explained in Z13, we select a subsample of
X-ray selected groups with clear optical (spectroscopic) identifica-
tion (we do not include groups with more than one redshift peak of
similar strength along the line of sight), without close companions
that might affect the membership determination, and with at least
10 members, to reliably estimate the velocity dispersion and the
membership. This selection leads to a sample of 22 X-ray detected
groups in the ECDFS and 2 groups in the GOODS-N field. We
also consider a large-scale structure spectroscopically confirmed at
z ∼ 1.6 by Kurk et al. (2009).

Fig. 1 shows the group mass3 estimates as a function of redshift
for the ECDFS (in blue) and GOODS (in red) fields, respectively.
We also show the dynamical mass estimates for the groups in the
GOODS fields from Popesso et al. (2012). The dynamical analysis
of each structure is based on spectroscopic data. For details on
the dynamical analysis and group membership, see Popesso et al.
(2012) and Z13.

In order to follow the evolution of the relation between SFR and
environment, we divide our galaxy sample into four redshift bins,
0 < z ≤ 0.4, 0.4 < z ≤ 0.8, 0.8 < z ≤ 1.2 and 1.2 < z ≤ 1.7,
according to the redshift distribution of our group sample. We note
that the last redshift bin is populated only by the structure at z ∼ 1.6
(Kurk et al. 2009). This is a likely supergroup or a cluster in for-
mation as suggested by the X-ray emission from different extended
sources in the structure (Finoguenov et al. in preparation). When

2 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~arnouts/LEPHARE/cfht_lephare/lephare.
html
3 M� (where � = 500, 200) is defined as M� = (4π/3)�ρcR

3
�, where R�

is the radius at which the density of a cluster is equal to � times the critical
density of the Universe (ρc).
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Figure 1. M200 as a function of redshift for all groups considered in our
sample. The filled circles represent the X-ray mass estimates, while empty
circles show the dynamical mass estimates. We highlight in blue the ECDFS
sample and in red the GOODS groups.

we analyse the SFR–environment relation by distinguishing group
members from systems in other environments, we consider, in each
redshift bin, all group galaxies together as members of a compos-
ite group. This is done to increase the statistics of group galaxies
which otherwise would be too low when considering individual
systems.

To limit the selection effects and at the same time to control the
different levels of spectroscopic completeness in different redshift
bins (see e.g. fig. 5 in Z13), we apply a common stellar mass cut
at M∗ = 1010.3 M�. This mass cut corresponds to an IRAC 3.6 µm
apparent magnitude brighter than the 5σ detection limit in each
considered field up to z ∼ 1.7, enabling a high spectroscopic com-
pleteness. Moreover, the considered mass range is still dominated
by sources with MIPS and/or PACS detections, in other words with
robust SFR estimates. The uncertainties due to the spectroscopic
incompleteness of our galaxy sample are evaluated with dedicated
Monte Carlo simulations based on the mock catalogues of Kitzbich-
ler & White (2007) drawn from the Millennium simulation (Springel
et al. 2005).

2.2 The local galaxy density

The key ingredient for building a reliable density field is very high
and spatially uniform spectroscopic coverage. This is reached in
the ECDFS (see Cooper et al. 2012) and in the GOODS fields (see
Elbaz et al. 2007; Popesso et al. 2011), for which we reconstruct
the density around each galaxy up to z ∼ 1.7.

We use a method similar to Popesso et al. (2011) to compute
the projected local galaxy density, �, around each spectroscopi-
cally confirmed galaxy with M∗ > 1010.3 M�. We count all galax-
ies located inside a cylinder of radius 0.75 Mpc, within a fixed
velocity interval around each galaxy of �v = 3000 km s−1, about
10 times the typical velocity dispersion of galaxy groups (σv ∼ 300–
500 km s−1), and above a redshift dependent mass limit [Mcut(z)].
Given the spectroscopic completeness as a function of M∗ in the
four redshift bins considered in our analysis (see Z13), we choose
as a cut the M∗ value where the 40–50 per cent completeness limit
is reached in each redshift bin: M∗/M� = 109 at 0 < z < 0.4,
M∗/M� = 109.5 at 0.4 < z < 0.8, M∗/M� = 1010 at 0.8 < z < 1.2
and M∗/M� = 1010.3 at 1.2 < z < 1.7. This does not lead to a
different density field definition as a function of redshift bin, but
only to a more robust density estimate in the bins where the spectro-

scopic completeness is still very high at low masses. Indeed, only
the absolute value of the density parameter changes, but the relative
difference between high- and low-density regions is kept the same
with respect to the choice of a fixed M∗ = 1010.3 M� at any redshift.

The density field obtained with the chosen Mcut(z), rather than
that at a fixed mass cut of M∗ = 1010.3 M�, allows us to distinguish
between galaxies residing in dark matter haloes of different masses.
However, the density fields obtained with a lower mass cut show,
as expected, higher values and a slightly higher accuracy in dis-
tinguishing between galaxies located in parent haloes of different
masses. We estimate that, on average, the projected density obtained
with a mass cut of M∗/M� = 109 at 0 < z < 0.4 is a factor of 7
higher than that at M∗/M� = 1010.3. At 0.4 < z < 0.8, a mass cut
of M∗/M� = 109.5 leads to a density a factor of 5 higher than the
cut at lower M∗, while at 0.8 < z < 1.2 the density with a mass cut
of M∗/M� = 1010 is a factor of 2.5 higher. These calibrations are
discussed in depth in a dedicated forthcoming paper (Popesso et al.,
in preparation).

A more physical definition of the density field would require a
mass cut which takes into account the evolution of the characteristic
magnitude of the stellar mass function. In our case, this would
translate to selecting only galaxies at masses larger than M∗ at
any redshift (Ilbert et al. 2010), given the restriction imposed by
the completeness level of the galaxy sample in the higher redshift
bins. This would imply that at lower redshifts we would select
only galaxies with M∗ > 1011 M�, limiting in a significant way the
statistics for defining the density field. Thus, distinguishing between
galaxies residing in parent haloes of different masses would be
inefficient. A simple exercise on the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler
& White (2007) reveals that this density definition would be able
to distinguish only isolated galaxies from galaxies in the core of
massive clusters and it would provide the same density for galaxies
in haloes with masses ranging from 1012 to 1014.5 M�.

In order to consider the effect of spectroscopic incompleteness,
we correct the density � by accounting for the possibly missing
galaxies. We consider, for each galaxy, the cylinder along the line
of sight, with radius of 0.75 Mpc at the redshift of the considered
source, and with redshift limits zmin and zmax equal to the limits
of the redshift bin to which the source belongs. The spectroscopic
completeness is given by the number of sources with spectroscopic
redshifts divided by the total number of galaxies, considering only
sources with M∗ > Mcut(z). Since the redshift bins are more than
10 times larger than the error on the photometric redshift, this
uncertainty is only marginally affecting our completeness estimate.
We correct for incompleteness by dividing � by this ratio.

In order to test the reliability of our density estimate, we measure,
with the same method, the density field in 100 randomly extracted
catalogues from the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler & White (2007).
We compare the density obtained in this way with that measured
in the parent light-cone mock catalogues, free of selection biases.
In order to simulate the photometric redshift uncertainty, before es-
timating the incompleteness correction, we assign a random error
in the range −�z < δzphot < �z to the redshift of the parent mock
catalogue galaxies, where �z is the photometric redshift error pro-
vided in the photometric catalogues. We find a very good agreement
between the original density estimated in the Kitzbichler & White
(2007) mock catalogues and the local density retrieved with our
method (Fig. 2). We also use this approach for estimating the error
per density bin as the dispersion of �original−�retrieved.

Our density definition takes advantage of the high level of mass
segregation observed in the local Universe (Kauffmann et al. 2004)
and at least up to z ∼ 1. Since we estimate the density of rather
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Figure 2. Comparison between the original local density estimated in the
Kitzbichler & White (2007) mock catalogues and the density retrieved in the
randomly extracted catalogue following our method. The solid line shows
the one-to-one relation.

Figure 3. In black: density distribution around each galaxy with a spectro-
scopic redshift in ECDFS. The red histogram shows the density of group
members. The green dashed line at 4.5 galaxies Mpc−2 nicely separates the
group-dominant regime from the field-dominant regime. Indeed, 75 per cent
of field galaxies are found at densities below this threshold and 92 per cent
of group galaxies above that.

massive galaxies around each system, our density estimator should
be able to better distinguish between high-density regions, gen-
erally dominated by massive galaxies, from low-density regions,
more populated by low-mass systems. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that our
method is able to nicely isolate galaxies identified as group spec-
troscopic members (red histogram) from isolated galaxies (the peak
below � ∼ 3–4 Mpc−2). A similar figure is shown in Cooper et al.
(2012, their fig. 11) based on the third-nearest-neighbour density
estimator. The comparison of the two figures shows that our density
estimator is more efficient in distinguishing isolated systems from
galaxy group members. In fact, although groups occupy the highest
density bins in Cooper et al. (2012, their fig. 11), they are not clearly
isolated from field galaxies as in our case.

3 R ESULTS

We first build the SFR–density relation by studying the statistical
correlation between the SFR and density parameters, as usually
done in the literature. This lets us compare our results with previous
works. As a second approach, we use a dynamical definition of
environment by differentiating among massive bound structures,
less-massive bound or unbound structures and relatively isolated
galaxies. We follow the evolution of the relation in both cases up to
z ≈ 1.6 and we test and compare our results with the predictions of
simulations.

3.1 The ‘environmental’ approach

Fig. 4 shows the SFR–density relation for all galaxies with
M∗ > 1010.3 M� in four redshift bins. The errors in Fig. 4 are derived
from our error analysis using the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler &
White (2007), as explained in Section 3.1.1. We find a significant
anticorrelation up to z ∼ 0.8, confirmed by the Spearman test at
3σ confidence level. At 0.8 < z < 1.2 we find an anticorrelation
but with lower significance (2.3σ ). In the highest redshift bin, com-
prising the Kurk et al. (2009) large-scale structure, we do not find
any significant anticorrelation (<2σ significance level). Thus, we
can exclude with high confidence level (from the Spearman test)
any positive correlation in the last two redshift bins as claimed in
previous works (e.g. Elbaz et al. 2007; Cooper et al. 2008). We
only observe a progressive flattening towards higher redshifts, but
no reversal of the relation.

The shapes of the relations shown in Fig. 4 are noisy and not
even linear in log–log space. Thus, it cannot be easily fitted by a
simple fitting function. In order to quantify the steepness of the
relation, we simply estimate the ratio between the mean SFR at
densities below and above the median local galaxy density �. Below
z ∼ 1.2, where we see an anticorrelation, although with different
significances depending on the redshift bin, the mean SFR in low-
density regions spans a range of 1.4–2.1 times the mean SFR in
high-density regions. In the highest redshift bin, we do not observe
a significant difference between the SFR in low- and high-density
regions.

Figure 4. SFR–density relation for galaxies with M∗ > 1010.3 M� in dif-
ferent redshift bins (solid lines). The dashed line represents the SFR–density
relation at 0 < z < 0.4 for all galaxies with M∗ > 109 M�. Errors are derived
using the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler & White (2007), as explained in
the text.
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Figure 5. Stellar mass–density relation for all the galaxies with
M∗ > 1010.3 M� in different redshift bins (solid lines). Errors are derived
using the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler & White (2007), as explained in
the text. The dashed line represents the M∗–density relation at 0 < z < 0.4
for all galaxies with M∗ > 109 M�. The normalization of the dashed line
is artificially increased to higher value to make it close to the blue solid line
and make the comparison easier.

What is the role of group galaxies in shaping the relations? In
order to check this, we remove from the sample all galaxies dynam-
ically associated with either extended X-ray-emitting sources or the
structure at z ∼ 1.6. We also remove all galaxies associated with
extended X-ray-emitting sources not included in the final group
sample. In the two lowest redshift bins, the significance of the anti-
correlation decreases much below the 3σ level. In the highest two
redshift bins, we exclude both a reversal and any sign of anticorre-
lation. This clearly shows the dominant role of group environments
in shaping the SFR–density anticorrelation observed in the local
Universe and at intermediate redshift.

In principle, a prominent mass segregation together with a high
fraction of low-star-forming galaxies (typical of the group and clus-
ter environment) could easily lead to the SFR–density anticorre-
lation observed at low and intermediate redshift. Fig. 5 shows the
M∗–density relation for the same sample of galaxies in the four
redshift bins. We do not measure a strong mass segregation in the
galaxy sample used for the SFR–density relation analysis. The first
redshift bin exhibits a slightly different behaviour with respect to
the relation in the other redshift bins. However, given the large er-
rors (for their computation see Section 3.1.1), we cannot draw a
definitive conclusion on the M∗–density trend. The Spearman test
confirms only a mild level of mass segregation at 0.4 < z < 0.8.
Thus, the SFR–density anticorrelation observed in the first and sec-
ond redshift bins is not caused by mass segregation.

In the local Universe, mass segregation is observed with high
significance by Kauffmann et al. (2004) on the basis of a large sam-
ple of Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) galaxies.
Are our results at odds with previous findings? The main difference
with respect to Kauffmann et al. (2004) is the mass cut applied to
our sample. Indeed, for spectroscopic completeness issues, we are
considering only massive galaxies, i.e. with M∗ > 1010.3 M�. The
dashed blue line in Fig. 5 shows the mass–density relation obtained
after applying a mass cut of 109 M� in the lowest redshift bin.
This analysis is possible without strong biases only at low redshift
where the spectroscopic completeness is rather high even at low
stellar masses (see Z13). The Spearman test reveals a mild pos-

itive correlation. The absence of a stronger correlation, as found
e.g. in Kauffmann et al. (2004), could be due to the lack of many
massive spectroscopically detected galaxies at low redshift (see fig.
5 of Z13), since in ECDFS this type of galaxies was targeted for
spectroscopy only at high redshift (e.g. Popesso et al. 2009). We
point out that we observe an even more significant (according to
the Spearman test) SFR–density anticorrelation (blue dashed line
in Fig. 4) in the lowest redshift bin after applying the lower mass
cut. This probably indicates that, in a broader mass regime, mass
segregation enhances the significance of the SFR–density relation
in the parent sample.

3.1.1 How robust is our analysis of the SFR–density relation?

In order to take into account all possible biases inherent in our
spectroscopic selection, we study the SFR–density relation in a
simulated Universe. We analyse the SFR–density relation obtained
using the Kitzbichler & White (2007) mock catalogues (five differ-
ent light cones) by applying our definition of local galaxy density.
We observe an anticorrelation in all redshift bins (5σ significance).
Thus, our results (Fig. 4) are at least qualitatively in agreement with
the prediction of Kitzbichler & White (2007), except in the highest
redshift bin. However, we point out that the SFR–density relations
measured using the mock catalogues are observed in an area of
sky that is a magnitude larger than the ECDFS and the GOODS-N
regions. Thus, the mock catalogues sample a much broader range
of densities due to the presence of massive clusters, while our data
set comprises only groups.

In order to check the effect of cosmic variance when using a
rather small area, we estimate the SFR–density relation in 1000
different regions of the Kitzbichler & White (2007) light cones
with areas similar to the sum of the ECDFS and GOODS-N areas.
After running a Spearman test, we detect an anticorrelation with
at least 3σ significance in all regions in the two redshifts bins
below z ∼ 0.8. At 0.8 < z < 1.2, we measure an anticorrelation in
98 per cent of the cases and at higher redshift in 70 per cent of the
cases. The non-correlation in the observed 1.2 < z < 1.7 redshift bin
could be due to the low probability of finding massive large-scale
structures in such a small area and at high redshift in the � cold dark
matter (�CDM) cosmology. It could also be due to larger errors on
environment washing out the signal (see e.g. Cooper et al. 2010).
Thus, cosmic variance could considerably affect the significance of
an anticorrelation.

In order to simulate the spectroscopic completeness in the ECDFS
and GOODS regions, we randomly extract a subsample of galaxies
from the Millennium mock catalogues mimicking the spectroscopic
completeness of the observed data. We extract randomly a percent-
age of galaxies consistent with the spectroscopic completeness in
one of the available photometric bands and for each magnitude bin
of our galaxy sample. This procedure randomly extracts 100 differ-
ent catalogues that nicely reproduce the selection function of our
sample (see Z13 for further details). We point out that while the
galaxy mock catalogues of the Millennium simulation provide a
rather good representation of the local Universe, at higher redshifts
(z > 1) they fail to reproduce the correct distribution of star-forming
galaxies in the SFR–M∗ plane. Indeed, Elbaz et al. (2007) find that
at 0.8 < z < 1.2 the galaxy SFR is underestimated, on average, by
a factor of 2, at fixed M∗, with respect to the observed values. By
performing the same exercise with our data set, we find that this
underestimate ranges by factors of 2.5 to 3 at 1.2 < z < 1.7. How-
ever, this does not represent a problem with our approach. Indeed,
the aim of this analysis is to understand what is the bias introduced
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by a selection function similar ‘in relative terms’ to the spectro-
scopic selection function of our data set. Thus, for our needs, it is
sufficient that the randomly extracted mock catalogues reproduce
the same bias in selecting, on average, the same percentage of most
star forming and most massive galaxies of the parent sample, as
shown in Z13. The bias of our analysis is estimated by comparing
the results obtained with and without our galaxy sampling. Since
the underestimate of the SFR or the M∗ of high-redshift galaxies
is common to both, biased and unbiased, samples, it does not af-
fect the result of this comparative analysis. We also stress that the
aim of this analysis is not to provide correction factors for our
observational results but a way to interpret our results taking into
account possible biases introduced by the spectroscopic selection
function.

In order to account for both the spectroscopic completeness and
the cosmic variance, we repeat the exercise performed with the
complete Kitzbichler & White (2007) mock catalogues by extract-
ing 1000 different regions with areas similar to the sum of the
ECDFS and GOODS-N areas in the incomplete mock catalogues.
We estimate the SFR–density relation in each region as done on
the real data set. The probability of non-correlation increases to
∼5 per cent in lower redshift bins, 12 per cent at 0.8 < z < 1.2 and
45 per cent at 1.2 < z < 1.7. This suggests that small areas (thus cos-
mic variance), in addition to spectroscopic incompleteness, could
hide a possible anticorrelation in the highest redshift bin or re-
duce the significance of the anticorrelation in the lower redshift
bins.

This last exercise allows us to quantify the possible bias
in the estimate of the SFR–density relation due to our spec-
troscopic selection. We measure the mean SFR by using the
same binning in density in the incomplete and in the original
complete catalogues. In this way, we can compute the residual
�SFR(�) = 〈SFRobserved(�)〉/〈SFRtrue(�)〉, where 〈SFRobserved〉 is
the mean SFR estimated in the incomplete catalogue at the given
density bin, and 〈SFRtrue〉 is the mean SFR estimated in the complete
Kitzbichler & White (2007) mock catalogues at the same density
bin. We estimate �SFR(�) in 1000 sky regions, extracted from
five light cones, with the area similar to the sum of the ECDFS
and GOODS-N area, as explained above. We estimate the mean
and the dispersion of the �SFR(�) distribution in each density bin.
The mean indicates whether there is any bias in the spectroscopic
selection that leads to an over- or underestimate of the mean SFR
per density bin. The dispersion provides the error on the mean SFR
per bin.

As shown in Fig. 6, the 〈SFR〉 derived from the incomplete mock
catalogues is on average a factor of 2–4 (depending on the redshift
bin) larger than the ‘true’ one obtained from the complete Kitzbich-
ler & White (2007) mock catalogues. Thus, the incompleteness
leads to a large overestimate of the mean SFR in each density bin.
This is easily understandable, since the simulated spectroscopic se-
lection favours highly star-forming galaxies (see Z13). However,
the ratio of the observed and true mean SFR is constant as a func-
tion of local galaxy density and is of the same order at any redshift.
This implies that using our data set we are likely overestimating the
mean observed SFR in the same way at any density without biasing
the slope of the relation. Thus, our estimate of the SFR–density re-
lation is rather robust despite the spectroscopic incompleteness. We
use the dispersion estimated with this procedure to define the errors
on the observed SFR–density relation at the corresponding density.
This is possible because we find a correspondence between galaxy
density field and galaxy parent halo mass both in the observed and
simulated data sets, at least in the group regime.

Figure 6. Ratio between the SFR derived from the incomplete mock cat-
alogues (〈SFRobserved〉) and the SFR from the complete ones (〈SFRtrue〉)
versus density for all four redshift bins used in this work. We do not find
any bias in the slope of the SFR–density relation of Fig. 4 as confirmed by
the Spearman test.

3.2 Is the SFR–density relation reversing at z ∼ 1?

The final point of our environmental approach focuses on under-
standing the disagreement between our findings and previous works
claiming a reversal of the SFR–density relation at z ∼ 1. The fairest
comparison is with Elbaz et al. (2007) and Popesso et al. (2011),
since our data set includes the sky regions covered by their data set.

Fig. 7 shows the SFR–density relation at 0.8 < z < 1.2 for
the ECDFS and GOODS-N regions separately. In the GOODS-
N region, we observe an anticorrelation between SFR and density
with high significance, as confirmed by the Spearman test. We do not
observe any relation between SFR and density in the ECDFS region

Figure 7. SFR–density relation for all galaxies with M∗ > 1010.3 M� at
z ∼ 1. Galaxies in the ECDFS and GOODS-N fields are shown in orange
and green, respectively. The open symbols connected by a dotted line show
the SFR–density relation of Elbaz et al. (2007) for GOODS-North.
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which contains only a very poor group at z = 0.96, differently from
the GOODS-N region that comprises, in the same redshift bin, two
very massive groups (M200 ∼ 9 × 1013 M�). Errors are estimated
as in Section 3.1.1.

Fig. 7 also shows the relation of Elbaz et al. (2007) for the
GOODS-N region with open symbols connected by a dotted line.
We can compare our results with Elbaz et al. (2007) only quali-
tatively, since the definitions of the density parameter and of the
galaxy sample differ considerably. In fact, Elbaz et al. (2007) in-
clude all galaxies with Hubble Space Telescope ACS zAB < 23.5 mag
without any mass cut. Given the broad redshift range considered
(0.8 < z < 1.2), this apparent magnitude cut corresponds to a dif-
ference of 0.75 mag from the lowest to the highest redshift limit,
introducing a bias with respect to our physical stellar mass selection
(see also Cooper et al. 2010). This could explain the offset between
our SFR–density relation and that of Elbaz et al. (2007). Elbaz et al.
(2007) find a positive correlation in GOODS-N up to the point in
which the SFR reaches its maximum and then a rapid decline at
higher density. They refer to this as a ‘reversal’ of the SFR–density
relation. Even if we do not detect any reversal, we point out that the
trend we observe for the GOODS-N field has a shape similar to that
of Elbaz et al. (2011).

The analysis of the SFR–density relation of Elbaz et al. (2007)
is based on the estimate of the mean SFR per density bin, rather
than on statistical tests such as the Spearman test used in this work.
In addition, the errors estimated in Elbaz et al. (2007) seem to be
underestimated with respect to ours. Indeed, Elbaz et al. (2007) use
a bootstrap technique that cannot take into consideration the effect
of cosmic variance due to the relatively small fields considered in
the analysis.

Popesso et al. (2011) show that the use of PACS data provides a
big advantage (with respect to the MIPS data) in measuring the unbi-
ased SFR of AGN hosts, whose SFR could be enhanced with respect
to non-active galaxies of similar M∗. Thus, given the high fraction
of AGN (17 per cent) measured at least in the highly star-forming
population of the GOODS-S and GOODS-N fields, Popesso et al.
(2011) conclude that the reversal of the SFR observed by Elbaz
et al. (2007) could be due to a bias introduced by the SFR of AGN
host galaxies measured with MIPS data.

In building the SFR–density relation, we are including all galax-
ies above 1010.3 M� with SFR much below the luminous infrared
galaxy (LIRG) limit used by Popesso et al. (2011). Taking advan-
tage of the AGN sample of Shao et al. (2010) for the GOODS-N
region and the AGN sample of Lutz et al. (2010) for the ECDFS,
constructed with similar criteria and X-ray flux limits, we inves-
tigate whether AGN can bias our sample. We observe an AGN
fraction of 3–5 per cent in the ECDFS and GOODS-N region above
our mass cut. This fraction is much lower with respect to the work
of Popesso et al. (2011), who show that the fraction of AGN is much
higher in highly IR luminous galaxies. Since we include galaxies
spanning a wide range in SFR, the AGN fraction is diluted in our
sample. If we remove the AGN from our sample, the significance of
the SFR–density relation does not change at all, in agreement with
Elbaz et al. (2011).

We conclude that the previously observed reversal of the SFR–
density relation at z ∼ 1 is most likely due to a combination of
different effects: the galaxy sample selection, a rather high fraction
of AGN in the selected sample and a possibly biased definition
of the density parameter, which can hide a redshift dependence.
In addition, we point out that the significance of this reversal is
probably due to an underestimate of the error on the mean SFR,
since the cosmic variance is neglected.

3.3 The ‘dynamical’ approach

As shown in Fig. 3, on the right of the dashed green line, where
∼90 per cent of group galaxies are located, there are still a large
number of galaxies at densities comparable to groups but not as-
sociated with any extended emitting source identified by the X-ray
catalogue of Finoguenov et al. (in preparation). Those galaxies are
likely located in unbound large-scale structures, such as filaments,
or in dark matter haloes of lower mass with respect to the detection
limits of the Chandra Deep Field South 4 Ms (Xue et al. 2011).

If the relative vicinity to other galaxies is the main driver in
quenching the galaxy SF, we should not observe any difference in
the level of SF activity between galaxies showing the same local
galaxy density. If, instead, processes related to the dark matter halo
play a stronger role, we should observe a difference in the level of
SF activity between group galaxies and systems at high density but
not related to massive dark matter haloes.

To check this issue, we investigate the SFR–density relation with
a novel ‘dynamical’ approach. We distinguish between galaxies
in three different environments: (a) group members, as identified
via dynamical analysis, (b) ‘filament-like’ galaxies identified as
systems at the same density as group galaxies but not associated
with any of the extended X-ray sources or to the Kurk et al. (2009)
structure and (c) isolated galaxies with local galaxy density � < 4.5
Mpc−1 (on the left-hand side of the green line of Fig. 3), i.e. where
we find a low fraction of group galaxies (8 per cent). We build a new
version of the SFR–density relation by comparing the mean SFR in
the three environments for all galaxies with M∗ > 1010.3 M�. This
method allows us to isolate the contribution of groups with halo
mass 1013 � M200/M� � 2 × 1014 in the SFR–density relation.

The left-hand panel of Fig. 8 shows the SFR–density relation
according to our new definition. We see a strong evolution with
redshift of the mean SFR in groups (within 2 × R200) with respect
to the other two environments. Indeed, as shown in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 8, the ratio of 〈SFR〉 is strongly evolving and it shows
that the higher the redshift the lower the difference between the
level of SF activity in groups and that in the field. This is consistent
with the significance of the SFR–density (in its standard definition)
anticorrelation decreasing with redshift (see Section 3.1). The right-
hand panel of Fig. 8 also shows the ratio between 〈SFR〉 of groups
and ‘filament-like’ galaxies. Although the errors are large, it is
possible to appreciate how the ratio increases with redshift, with
the SF activity of group galaxies being twice that of ‘filament-like’
galaxies at z ∼ 1.6. If this trend were real, the structure at z ∼ 1.6
would provide some hints of the enhancement of the SF activity in
groups with respect to filaments. However, since the errors are quite
large we cannot draw any definitive conclusion.

The evolution of the SF activity in different environments allows
us to better understand the traditional SFR–density relation. In fact,
the mix of galaxies in different environments, but at the same den-
sities, hides the strong evolution observed in the left-hand panel of
Fig. 8. Our results also suggest that quenching processes related to a
massive dark matter halo must play a decisive role in the strong evo-
lution of the SF activity of group members with respect to galaxies
in other environments.

We also check if the strong evolution of the newly defined SFR–
density relation depends on a similar evolution of the M∗–density
relation, using the same approach. Fig. 9 shows the M∗–density
relation in the usual four redshift bins according to our novel dy-
namical definition. The large errors do not allow us to see any strong
mass segregation. As in Fig. 5, the lowest redshift bin exhibits a dif-
ferent behaviour with respect to the relation at higher redshifts.
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Figure 8. Left: comparison of mean SFR among group (within 2 × R200), ‘filament-like’ and field galaxies. Errors are derived using the mock catalogues of
Kitzbichler & White (2007), as explained in the text. The dashed line represents the mean SFR for the different environments at 0 < z < 0.4 for all galaxies
with M∗ > 109 M�. Right: ratio between the 〈SFR〉 of group galaxies with respect to field and ‘filament-like’ galaxies as a function of redshift. In both panels,
data points are artificially shifted for clarity.

Figure 9. Comparison of mean stellar mass among group (within 2 × R200),
‘filament-like’ and field galaxies. Data points are artificially shifted for
clarity. Errors are derived using the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler & White
(2007), as explained in the text. The dashed line represents the mean stellar
mass for the different environments at 0 < z < 0.4 for all galaxies with
M∗ > 109 M�. The normalization of the dashed line is artificially increased
to higher value to make it close to the blue solid line only for comparison.

A mass cut at M∗ > 109 M� (dashed line and open symbols) al-
lows us to highlight, once again, our spectroscopic bias on the lack
of massive galaxies at low redshift. With the same mass cut, the
〈SFR〉 appears lower with respect to that derived with a higher mass
cut at M∗ > 1010.3 M� (dashed line and open symbols in Fig. 8),
as expected by the MS evolution (e.g. Elbaz et al. 2007; Noeske
et al. 2007a). Thus, we conclude that, even with this approach, the
strong difference between groups and low-density regime observed
at z < 0.8 is likely not ascribable to a strong mass segregation.

For completeness, we also analysed the evolution of the specific
SFR (sSFR) density relation. This relation evolves in the same way
as the SFR–density relation, since the mass–density relation is only
slightly evolving.

3.3.1 Error analysis in the ‘dynamical’ approach

The errors on the mean SFR for group, ‘filament-like’ and field
galaxies are estimated in a similar way as in Section 3.1.1. We ran-

domly extract 100 catalogues (1000 regions with an area equal to
the sum of the ECDFS and GOODS-N regions) in which we iden-
tify all haloes with masses between 1012.5 and 1014 M� and all their
members. This information is obtained by linking the mock cata-
logues of Kitzbichler & White (2007) to the parent halo properties
provided by the ‘friends-of-friends’ algorithm (Davis et al. 1985)
and the De Lucia et al. (2006) semi-analytic model tables of the
Millennium data base. In the same regions, we define the ‘filament-
like’ galaxies in the mock catalogues as the ones at the same density
of the group galaxies but belonging to haloes with masses below
1012.5 M�. Finally, field galaxies are defined as sources with den-
sities below the threshold in the real data set. We measure the mean
SFR for group, ‘filament-like’ and field galaxies (SFRincomplete, group,
SFRincomplete, filament and SFRincomplete, field, respectively) by using the
galaxy members of each respective environment as in the observa-
tional data set.

We measure in the same way the mean galaxy SFR (SFRreal)
for each population in the original (bias-free) Kitzbichler &
White (2007) mock catalogues. We estimate, then, the differ-
ence �SFR = log(SFRreal) − log(SFRincomplete,i) for each popula-
tion, where SFRincomplete,i is the mean SFR of the given population
in the ith region. The dispersion of the distribution of the resid-
ual �SFR provides the error on our mean SFR. This error takes
into account the bias due to incompleteness, the cosmic variance
(due to the fact that we are considering small areas of the sky) and
the uncertainty in the mean due to a limited number of galaxies
per redshift bin. The bias introduced by the spectroscopic selection
leads to an overestimate of the mean SFR by the same amount, as
expected, as in the case of the ‘environmental approach’. The same
overestimate is observed in each of the three populations. This is
due to our assumption of a spatially uniform sampling rate as the
one guaranteed by the spectroscopic coverage of the ECDFS and
GOODS-N fields. The errors on the mean M∗ are estimated with
the same procedure used for retrieving the errors on the mean SFR
for each population.

3.4 The SFR−M� plane in different environments

In this section, we analyse the location of group, ‘filament-like’
and low-density (field) galaxies in the SFR–M∗ plane. This is done
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to identify the causes for the strong evolution of the SFR–density
relation defined according to our ‘dynamical’ definition.

3.4.1 �MS and fQG estimate

As already mentioned, Noeske et al. (2007a), Elbaz et al. (2007),
Daddi et al. (2007) and several other authors find a well-defined
sequence of star-forming galaxies in the SFR–M∗ plane from z ∼ 0
to 2. The relation shows a rather small scatter of 0.2–0.4 dex. The
region below the MS is populated by quiescent galaxies (QGs) in a
scattered cloud, while only a small fraction (2 per cent) of outliers is
found to be located above (by a factor of 4) the MS in the starburst
region (see Rodighiero et al. 2010).

Noeske et al. (2007b) suggest that the same set of physical pro-
cesses governs the SF activity in galaxies on this smooth sequence.
If ‘mass quenching’ (e.g. Peng et al. 2010) is the dominant mecha-
nism for moving a galaxy off of the MS, the location of star-forming
galaxies in high-density regions should not be different from that of
the bulk of the star-forming galaxies in other environments. Con-
versely, if the environment plays a role in the evolution of the
galaxy’s SF activity, the position of the group galaxies along or
across the MS should be different with respect to the bulk of the
star-forming galaxies.

To shed light on this topic, we analyse the position of group,
‘filament-like’ and field galaxies with respect to the MS in the
ECDFS and GOODS regions and in four redshift bins. In other
words, we follow the behaviour of different environments defined
in our dynamical approach (see Section 3.3) in the SFR–M∗ plane.

Since the MS is well studied in the literature (e.g. Daddi et al.
2007; Elbaz et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007a; Peng et al. 2010),
and the goal of this work is not to fit this relation again, we use the
best-fitting relations available in the literature for the considered
redshift bins. When no fit is available for a specific redshift bin, we
interpolate the best-fitting relations of the two closest redshift bins.

Fig. 10 shows the SFR–M∗ planes for the different redshift bins
and above the mass threshold considered in this work. In each
plot, the grey filled circles show the field galaxy population, while
green and blue filled circles represent the ‘filament-like’ and group
galaxy, respectively. We highlight with red empty circles all galaxies
detected in the IR bands (>80 per cent) by PACS and MIPS. On
the other hand, the SFRs derived via the SED fitting technique
are useful for defining the cloud of quiescent or low-star-forming
galaxies below the MS. The issue with this SFR estimator is that
it can create artificial discreet trails when plotting SFR and M∗.
However, we point out that this does not affect our study. In the
lowest redshift bin only a few galaxies populate the SFR–M∗ plane.

Figure 10. SFR−M� diagrams for the different redshift bins considered in this work. We distinguish between group (blue filled circles), ‘filament-like’ (green
filled circles) and field (grey filled circles) galaxies. The empty red circles represent all galaxies detected in the IR bands. The dashed lines show the MS
relations from the literature as explained in the text. MS galaxies are selected within the dotted lines, while QGs are found below the dotted line, at lower SFR.
The upward pointing arrows represent lower limits.
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Figure 11. Left: evolution of the MS offset for group, ‘filament-like’ and field star-forming galaxies with M∗ > 10.3. �MS represents the central value of
the residuals with respect to the predicted MS for each redshift bin. Right: evolution of the QG fraction (fQG) for group (blue stars), ‘filament-like’ (green
stars) and field (grey stars) galaxies with M∗ > 10.3. We define ‘quiescent’ all the galaxies with �MS < −1. In both panels, errors are derived using the mock
catalogues of Kitzbichler & White (2007), as explained in the text and data points are artificially shifted for clarity.

This reflects the choice of giving a higher priority to spectroscopic
targets like massive galaxies at high redshift (see Popesso et al.
2009; Z13).

In order to define the MS in the four redshift bins, we use the
equations already used in the literature which best represent our
data. In the 0 < z ≤ 0.4 redshift bin, we use an MS fit of Elbaz
et al. (2007, their equation 5) based on SDSS star-forming galaxies
at z ∼ 0. At 0.4 < z ≤ 0.8 we do not find a fit in the literature, thus,
we interpolate the MS relation of Peng et al. (2010) at z ∼ 0 based
on SDSS galaxies and that of Elbaz et al. (2007, their equation 4) at
z ∼ 1 based on Spitzer MIPS detected galaxies. The latter equation is
used for the 0.8 < z ≤ 1.2 bin, with an offset4 of log (SFR) = −0.16.
As for the second redshift bin, the MS relation is not available in
the literature for 1.2 < z ≤ 1.7. Thus, we interpolate between the
Elbaz et al. (2007, their equation 4) MS relation at z ∼ 1 and the
MS relation at z ∼ 2 of Daddi et al. (2007) based on UV data.

In all cases, we find a rather good agreement between our
field galaxy distribution and the best-fitting relations, with the
mean of the distribution peaked at ∼0 in the �MS residual
at all redshifts (left-hand panel of Fig. 11). We define �MS =
log(SFRobserved) − log(SFRMS) as the residual of the SFR−M� re-
lation, where SFRobserved is the observed galaxy SFR and SFRMS

is the SFR predicted by the MS best fit. We estimate �MS for all
the galaxies with mass above our mass cut (M∗ > 1010.3 M�) and
belonging to the three different environments in the usual redshift
bins.

At this point, we identify and quantify the difference between the
location across the MS of group galaxies in each bin with respect
to the low-density and ‘filament-like’ galaxies. At all redshifts, the
distribution of the �MS residuals shows a bimodal distribution:
the Gaussian representing the MS location with a peak around 0,
and a tail of quiescent/low-star-forming galaxies at low negative
values of �MS. This distribution is reminiscent of the bimodal be-
haviour of the u − r galaxy colour distribution observed by Strateva
et al. (2001) in the SDSS galaxy sample. Following the exam-
ple of Strateva et al. (2001), we identify the minimum value of

4 This offset does not affect at all our results, but it is necessary to better
represent the MS field galaxy population.

the valley between the MS Gaussian and the peak of the broader
quiescent/low-star-forming galaxies distribution. At all redshifts,
the value �MS = −1 turns out to be the best separation between
the two galaxy populations. Since the observed scatter of the MS
at any redshift varies between 0.2 and 0.4 dex (Daddi et al. 2007;
Elbaz et al. 2007), the limit at �MS = −1 should be consistent
with a 3σ cut from the best-fitting MS relation. We use this value
to separate MS galaxies from quiescent/low-star-forming galaxies
in the three considered environments.

We measure the mean difference in SFR (�MS) from the MS
location of the galaxy population in each environment, selecting
only normally star-forming galaxies in the range −1 ≤ �MS ≤ 1.
By definition, �MS should be consistent with 0 for the bulk of the
MS galaxies. Thus, the mean of our Gaussian distribution centred
around 0 confirms that our choice of the MS relation represents well
the mean of the normally star-forming galaxies within our sample
(but note that the slope might not be so well represented, see the
end of Section 3.4.3). We stress once again that given the depth
of the PACS and Spitzer MIPS observations of the ECDFS and
GOODS fields, the MS is fully sampled (80 per cent) by IR-derived
SFRs with very small (10 per cent) uncertainties. The SED fitting
derived SFRs populate the region below the MS at �MS < −1,
where we measure the QG fraction, fQG. Thus, our estimate of the
�MS should not be affected by the large error (0.5–0.6 dex) in the
determination of the SFR via SED fitting (see Z13 for details).

3.4.2 Error estimates of �MS and fQG

We estimate the error in �MS (fQG) with the same approach used
in Section 3.1.1. We use the usual 1000 regions with an area equal
to the sum of the ECDFS and GOODS-N regions with a simulated
spectroscopic incompleteness similar to our data set. We identify
group, ‘filament-like’ and field galaxies in each region as explained
in the error analysis of previous section.

Our aim is to apply the same technique used to analyse the real
data set. Thus, we need the residual �MS with respect to the MS re-
lation to measure the mean distance from the MS at −1 < �MS < 1.
However, the evolution of the MS predicted by the Kitzbichler &
White (2007) catalogues is different from the one observed at the
highest redshift considered in our work (see also Elbaz et al. 2007).
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Indeed, simulated star-forming galaxies, in particular at high red-
shift, tend to be less star forming than in observations. Thus, the
location of the MS using the mock catalogues at z > 1 tend to be
below the observed MS in the same redshift bin. In order to cope
with this problem, we change the normalization of the observed
MS relation keeping the observed slope. Fitting the simulated MS
provides similar results. In each area, we measure the mean dis-
tance from the MS at −1 ≤ �MS ≤ 1 as is done in the real data
(〈�MSincomplete〉).

We follow the same procedure in the original and com-
plete Kitzbichler & White (2007) mock catalogues by measuring
�MSreal. We measure, then, the difference δ(�MS) = �MSreal −
�MSincomplete,i for each population, where 〈�MSincomplete,i〉 is the
residual of the considered population in the ith region. The disper-
sion of the distribution of the residual δ(�MS) provides the error on
the observed 〈�MS〉. As in the previous case, this error takes into
account the bias due to incompleteness, the cosmic variance and the
uncertainty in the measure of the mean due to a limited number of
galaxies per redshift bin. We apply the same technique to estimate
the fQG error in each of the three populations at different redshift.

3.4.3 �MS and fQG evolution

The left-hand panel of Fig. 11 shows the evolution of the 〈�MS〉
for the MS galaxies in low-density regions (grey stars and line),
‘filament-like’ environments (green stars and line) and groups (blue
stars and line) up to z ∼ 1.6. In the first two redshift bins, the 〈�MS〉
of the star-forming group galaxies is systematically below 0. At
z > 0.8 the star-forming group galaxies are perfectly in sequence,
consistently with the lower density environments. Moreover, the
‘filament-like’ MS galaxies appear to be placed between the low-
density environment and the group galaxies.

This result shows, for the first time, that at least below z ∼ 0.8 the
SF activity in star-forming group galaxies is lower than in the bulk
of the star-forming galaxies. Here, we show that a certain amount
of pre-processing (galaxies being pre-processed in groups before
entering clusters; Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998) happens even before
star-forming galaxies enter the group environment. In fact, some
quenching is already in place when galaxies fall along filaments
or lower mass groups that could eventually merge to form more
massive structures. Thus, the speed of the evolution of the SF activity
in star-forming galaxies depends, at least since z ∼ 1, on the galaxy
environment.

For completeness of the analysis, we also investigate the evolu-
tion of the galaxy-type mix for each environment. The galaxy-type
mix is expressed through the fraction of QGs, fQG. As already men-
tioned, we define as QGs all those systems with �MS < −1, i.e.
all the sources in the cloud below the MS. The right-hand panel
of Fig. 11 shows the evolution of fQG in the three environments.
Low-density (grey stars and line) and ‘filament-like’ galaxies (green
stars and line) exhibit the same galaxy-type mix at any redshift and
no evolution is observed in these environments at least in the mass
range considered in our analysis. The galaxy-type mix in groups
exhibits a higher fQG with respect to the other two environments,
at any redshift. We note that the first redshift bin is affected by the
spectroscopic selection function of our sample. The evolution of
fQG is stronger in groups that in the other environments. In partic-
ular, we note that at z ∼ 0.8 the fraction of QGs is twice the mean
fraction observed at high redshift.

The two panels of Fig. 11 show two different aspects of the role
of environment in the evolution of galaxy SF activity. Some degree
of partial quenching is observed as suggested by the ‘environmental

gradient’ as a function of distance from the MS. On the other hand,
the right-hand panel shows that the density is not responsible for
the different galaxy-type mix. Indeed the group- and ‘filament-like’
regimes cover, by definition, the same range of local galaxy density.
The main difference is that, in the group regime, galaxies likely
belong to a massive (M200 ∼ 2 × 1013 M�, see Z13 for the sample
mass distribution) bound dark matter halo, while in the ‘filament-
like’ regime galaxies likely belong to unbound structures, such as
filaments or lower mass haloes. Thus, the different evolution of
the galaxy-type mix of the two environments, similar in projected
density but not in dynamical properties, indicates that a high fQG

requires a massive parent dark matter halo rather than simply an
overdensity of galaxies.

In order to verify that our result is robust, we perform some
sanity checks. This choice is driven by the distribution of galaxies
in the SFR−M� plane. In fact, massive galaxies lie mainly be-
low the MS (as defined, see Fig. 10), with the locus of galaxies
apparently steepening towards lower SFR (see e.g. Noeske et al.
2007b; Whitaker et al. 2012). Thus, a non-zero �MS could re-
sult from an environmental dependent distribution of mass coupled
with an MS relation which does not represent the data at all masses.
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test reveals that the mass distributions
of star-forming galaxies in different environments are consistent
with one another in all redshift bins, except the second one. This
could be a problem since a more significant population of the most
massive galaxies is expected in groups compared to the field. To
check how our findings are affected by this issue, we investigate
the evolution of �MS and fQG in two different stellar mass bins:
1010.3 < M∗/M� < 1010.9 and 1010.9 < M∗/M� < 1012 (Fig. 12).
Reassuringly, we find results consistent with Fig. 11. We note that
the lowest redshift bin is populated by only a few galaxies and so
we focus on higher redshifts.

In general, in the low-mass bin we observe a similar trend in �MS
and fQG as in the total sample, while in the high-mass bin �MS is
systematically below 0 (bottom-left panel of Fig. 12). This illustrates
that massive star-forming galaxies are not well represented by a
linear MS relation (cf. Whitaker et al. 2012). However, since the
evolution of �MS for the other environments is similar to the total
sample, we conclude that the relative offset observed in Fig. 11 for
‘filament-like’ and group galaxies is real. Also the evolution of fQG

remains similar to the total sample in both stellar mass bins. Even
though it is less populated than the low-mass bin, the high-mass bin
better highlights the different quenching in groups, ‘filament-like’
environment and field.

4 D I SCUSSI ON

4.1 The SFR–density relation

We have investigated the SFR–density relation using two differ-
ent approaches. One, more traditional, studies the relation between
SFR and density for all galaxies, while the other (the ‘dynamical’
approach) isolates the contribution of group galaxies with respect
to other environments in the SFR–density relation.

Our results show that the SFR–density relation has progressively
lower significance towards high redshift, but it does not reverse at
z ∼ 1. In addition, a careful analysis of the biases due to the spectro-
scopic selection leads to the conclusion that we can also not exclude
an anticorrelation at z � 1. The observed SFR–density anticorrela-
tion at z < 0.8 is not simply ascribable to mass segregation (most
massive galaxies are generally passive galaxies, low-mass galaxies
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Figure 12. Left-hand column: evolution of the MS offset for group, ‘filament-like’ and field star-forming galaxies with 10.3 < log(M�/M�) < 10.9 and
10.9 < log(M�/M�) < 12 (top and bottom, respectively). Right-hand column: evolution of fQG for group (blue stars), ‘filament-like’ (green stars) and field
(grey stars) galaxies for the same range of stellar mass as in the left-hand column. In all panels, errors are derived using the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler &
White (2007), as explained in the text and data points are artificially shifted for clarity.

are, on average, star forming). Indeed, we observe only a mild mass
segregation in any redshift bin.

Our results seem to be at odds with Kauffmann et al. (2004) who
find strong mass segregation at least in the local Universe. At higher
redshift the effect has never been thoroughly analysed, except for the
results of Scodeggio et al. (2009) and Bolzonella et al. (2010) who
showed that already at z ∼ 1 mass and galaxy density are coupled
with the most massive galaxies segregated in the most dense envi-
ronment. We must note that our stellar mass cut (M∗ > 1010.3 M�) is
rather high. Indeed, a lower mass cut (M∗ > 109 M�) in the lowest
redshift bin leads to a stronger mass segregation, although of small
amplitude. This would be in agreement with the recent finding of
Rasmussen et al. (2012), who observe mass segregation within 10
R200 for groups, by only considering low-mass galaxies.

Given the flattening of the SFR–density relation observed after
excluding group galaxies from the sample, we conclude that group
members are mostly responsible for the observed anticorrelation
at z < 0.8. Thus, galaxies living in relatively massive dark matter
haloes must have a suppressed mean SFR with respect to the field,
at least up to z ∼ 0.8. This is confirmed by the SFR–density relation
analysed with our ‘dynamical’ approach.

One of the most striking findings in our analysis is the lack of
reversal of the SFR–density relation at z ∼ 1. This result is at odds
with recent findings. In particular, Elbaz et al. (2007) and Cooper

et al. (2008) observe the reversal of the SFR–density relation at
z ∼ 1 in the GOODS and the DEEP2 fields, respectively, using a
spectroscopically defined density parameter. We have extensively
compared our analysis with that of Elbaz et al. (2007) and Popesso
et al. (2011), since our data set includes the sky regions analysed
in their data set (Fig. 7). In particular, we have considered the
possibility that the fraction of AGN could affect the SFR estimate.
In fact, since the fraction of AGN is found to be higher in groups
as the redshift increases (Georgakakis et al. 2007; Georgakakis
2008; Tanaka et al. 2012) and the SFR of AGN host galaxies could
be enhanced with respect to non-active galaxies of similar stellar
mass (Santini et al. 2012; Rosario et al. 2013), we use PACS data
to measure, without biases, their SFR (Popesso et al. 2011). This
cannot be done using MIPS data or the [O II] doublet. Removing the
AGN from our sample does not affect the significance of the SFR–
density relation. This could be due to cosmic variance, since the
fraction of AGN present in the GOODS-S field is higher (17 per cent
in the highly star-forming galaxies; Popesso et al. 2011) with respect
to ECDFS and GOODS-N (3–5 per cent).

Finally, we consider the possibility that the density definition it-
self could be responsible for the differences we observe. In fact,
as explained in Section 2.2, our density estimate is based on a
stellar mass cut. Popesso et al. (2012) show that the density defi-
nition adopted by Elbaz et al. (2007), based on a galaxy apparent
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magnitude cut (zAB < 23.5 mag), could lead to a strong redshift
bias. Thus, we conclude that the previously observed reversal of
the SFR–density relations is most likely due to the combination of
different effects: the galaxy sample selection, high fraction of AGN
and a possibly biased definition of the density parameter, which can
hide a redshift dependence.

Our results are, instead, in agreement with Feruglio et al. (2010),
who find no dependence of the SFR and LIRG fraction on envi-
ronment, arguing that the reversal, if any, must occur at z > 1.
According to Feruglio et al. (2010), the reversal found by Elbaz
et al. (2007) and Cooper et al. (2008) might be due to the con-
tribution of galaxies at lower stellar mass and SFR comprised in
Elbaz et al. (2007) and Cooper et al. (2008) galaxy sample. How-
ever, since we consider a wide range of SFR and M∗, we disagree
with this conclusion. The advantage of the Feruglio et al. (2010)
study is the use of COSMOS data, which, due to its wide field,
is less affected by cosmic variance [although Cooper et al. (2008)
is the least impacted, covering a larger volume spread over four
distinct fields]. On the other hand, it must be noted that the au-
thors use sources with both spectroscopic and photometric red-
shifts to define the density field. This could dilute any overdensity
present in the field. Our approach is, therefore, more rigorous in this
sense.

In our analysis, we estimated the SFR using both IR data and
multiwavelength SED fitting. The latter is used for all galaxies
undetected in the IR bands, i.e. below the MS. This SFR estimator
gives a larger uncertainty with respect to the IR data, as shown
in Z13. However, in the case of an underestimate of the SFRSED,
i.e. for all galaxies that would be on the MS, we should have an
IR detection, thus a more robust SFR estimate. On the other hand,
in case SFRSED overestimates the real value, the signal could be
washed out (Cooper et al. 2010). For example, any anticorrelation
at z > 0.8 could be hidden by the errors. In fact, as shown also by
Wuyts et al. (2011), the uncertainties on the SFR (SED) increase as
a function of redshift.

We discuss our possible biases by using the mock catalogues of
Kitzbichler & White (2007). In all cases, we measure an 〈SFR〉
higher than the one predicted by the simulations. This comparison
also assures that we are not suffering from any bias in the slope
of the SFR–density relation and, thus, that our results are robust.
Moreover, we note that in some cases the cosmic variance (or the
big uncertainty in the SFRSED) could wash out the signal in the
SFR–density anticorrelation in the highest redshift bins.

The use of the standard approach for the study of the SFR–density
relation, can be ineffective if the local galaxy density is not directly
connected to the SF activity, due either to mass segregation or to SF
quenching processes linked to galaxy–galaxy interactions. For this
reason, we analyse the SFR–density relation with a novel ‘dynami-
cal’ approach. This technique allows us to separate the contribution
to the highest galaxy density bins of groups and ‘filament-like’
galaxies. This is not possible in a more classical ‘environmental
approach’ (although see Wilman et al. 2010).

Our results show that the bulk of the SF is quenched in groups.
This is what drives the trend of the SFR–density relation. The
‘filament-like’ environment has a slower evolution in SF compared
to the groups, thus the density (galaxy–galaxy interaction) itself
cannot be responsible for the bulk of the quenching. We note that
we use a fairly large velocity window to compute densities, much
larger than the typical velocity differences at which galaxy–galaxy
interactions are effective. This means that there can be a certain
dynamic range in the efficiency of our density estimates. In the
X-ray groups, galaxies have typically smaller velocity differences

than chance projections, but larger differences than close pairs. Both
the latter types contribute to ‘filament-like’ environments.

This result is not necessarily inconsistent with Z13. In Z13, we
show that the SF activity of galaxies is not affected by the local
environment of groups, but here we find that it does depend on
the global environment. In other words, the level of SF activity is
generally low in groups (with respect to the other environments)
even if it is independent from the group-centric distance (and from
the density, as discussed in Z13). Rather than being inconsistent
with Z13, this strengthens our results. In fact, we show, once again,
that the density is not responsible for the bulk of the quenching
(although we cannot exclude that some quenching is happening for
galaxy–galaxy interactions), but that processes related to a massive
dark matter halo are more effective.

The high SFR in the ‘filament-like’ galaxies at low redshift, more
consistent with the field than with the group 〈SFR〉, is in agreement
with the recent finding of Fadda et al. (2008) and Biviano et al.
(2011). They show that the filament around the supercluster A1763
hosts the highest fraction of IR-emitting galaxies. Similarly, the
‘filament-like’ region contains the highest total SFR per unit galaxy.
Our findings are also consistent with those of Porter & Raychaud-
hury (2007), who have used optical data to discover an enhanced
star-forming activity among galaxies associated with filaments in
the nearby Pisces–Cetus supercluster.

4.2 The SFR−M� plane in different environments

In order to investigate the cause of the strong evolution of SF activity
in our sample, we have studied the position of group, ‘filament-
like’ and field star-forming galaxies with respect to the MS galaxy
population (Daddi et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007a;
Peng et al. 2010).

Many works focus mainly on the study of the MS in field galaxies.
For example, according to Noeske et al. (2007b), this sequence
suggests that the same small set of physical processes governs the
SF activity in galaxies. Thus, if galaxy evolution is driven mainly by
their nature, there should be no difference among MS star-forming
galaxies, regardless of their environment. On the other hand, if a
galaxy depends on the environment in which it lies, a group member
should have a different level of SF with respect to the bulk of star-
forming galaxies on the MS.

This last point reflects our main result from the analysis of the
SFR−M� relation. In particular, we have studied, for the first time,
the location of galaxies in different environments on the SFR−M�

plane. The evolution of 〈�MS〉 shows that, at least below z ∼ 0.8,
the SF activity in group galaxies is quenched with respect to the bulk
of star-forming galaxies. At earlier epochs, group, ‘filament-like’
and field galaxies have comparable SF. Interestingly, the density
seems to play a role in the distance from the MS, since the filaments
represent a somewhat intermediate environment in the evolution of
〈�MS〉. Therefore, we show, with high significance, that the speed
of the evolution of SF activity in star-forming galaxies depends, at
least since z ∼ 1, on the galaxy environment, defined according to
our ‘dynamical’ approach. In addition, we find that the fraction of
QGs, fQG, evolves faster in groups with respect to both filaments
and field. The latter two environments show a similar evolution
of fQG. This confirms that quenching processes related to a rather
massive dark matter halo (�2 × 1013 M�) are more efficient than
those associated with a generally dense region. Thus, strangulation
(Larson, Tinsley & Caldwell 1980), ram pressure stripping (Gunn
& Gott 1972) and harassment (Moore et al. 1996) are likely to be
much more effective than the simple galaxy–galaxy interaction.
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Our result is in contrast with the analysis of Peng et al. (2012).
These authors argue that central star-forming galaxies are equiv-
alent to field galaxies. They claim that there is no difference in
the MS relation of central and satellite galaxies. However, it is not
clear how they discern between star-forming and passive galax-
ies. In fact, over their whole study, Peng et al. (2012) use the
red/blue galaxy dichotomy to distinguish between passive/star-
forming galaxies, respectively. As shown by Woo et al. (2013),
about 30 per cent of the SDSS red sequence galaxies, identified in
the colour-magnitude diagram, lie on the MS, which is also pop-
ulated by green valley galaxies (Rosario et al. 2013). Whitaker
et al. (2012) confirm this point, finding two different MS for blue
and star-forming galaxies. This implies that selecting blue galaxies
misses many red, dusty, star-forming sources. Moreover, Peng et al.
(2012) use the catalogue of Yang et al. (2007, based on a friends-
of-friends algorithm) to explore the properties of group galaxies.
As we already mentioned, optical selection of group is much more
prone to projection effects than X-ray selection. In fact, the opti-
cally selected group catalogues do not contain virialized, relatively
high-mass, X-ray-emitting groups and include many more low-mass
and unvirialized groups, as well as some pure projections. Finally,
(part of) optically selected groups could be classified as ‘filament-
like’ galaxies, implying an fQG evolution similar to that of field
galaxies.

Recently, Rasmussen et al. (2012), computing the SFR from UV
emission for nearby group galaxies, found an MS broadly con-
sistent but flatter than the MS of field galaxies at the same red-
shift. They argue that a flattening could be expected if the SFR
of low-mass galaxies is suppressed in groups. At a median mass
of log(M�/M�) = 9.63, their MS predicts a mean sSFR which is
∼40 per cent lower than that expected for the field. This could be
consistent with our results, although we do not cover the same mass
range.

Our findings support the pre-processing scenario (galaxies age
in groups before entering clusters; Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998).
This is consistent with the result of Wilman et al. (2008), who
find a strong suppression of SF activity in a sample of z ∼ 0.4
groups. They estimate a stronger quenching for galaxies with M∗ �
1011 M�, where the fraction of star-forming galaxies falls down to
∼12 per cent. Our results are also in agreement with an analogous
analysis done by Bai et al. (2010) on the sample of 2dF groups.
The authors show that the group star-forming galaxies are located
below the field MS, but above the location of the bulk of cluster star-
forming galaxies. This suggests that, although some pre-processing
is present in groups, a stronger quenching must happen in more
dense and massive systems, like clusters. In this work, we also show
that a certain amount of pre-processing happens when galaxies are
falling along the filaments, before they enter the group environ-
ment. However, halo-related processes seem to be more effective in
quenching the SF.

The pre-processing scenario is also supported by models. De Lu-
cia et al. (2012), using semi-analytic models, show that the fraction
of galaxies that can be pre-processed in a group-size halo of mass
∼1013 M� is significant (∼27 per cent which raise to ∼44 per cent
for galaxies with M ∼ 1011 M�). Furthermore, comparing obser-
vations with their theoretical predictions, they argue that satellite
galaxies become passive after they have spent 5–7 Gyr in haloes
more massive than Mhalo ∼ 1013 M�. Similarly, McGee et al.
(2009), using the stellar masses and merger trees produced by
the semi-analytic galaxy catalogues, suggest that all clusters in
their sample exhibit a significant fraction of their galaxies accreted
through galaxy groups. For instance, they propose that this fraction

is 40 per cent for 1014.5 M� clusters at z = 0 and only ∼25 per cent
at higher redshifts (z ∼ 1.5). Our results show qualitative agree-
ment with this prediction. Conversely, Berrier et al. (2009), using
cosmological �CDM N-body simulations, suggest that on average,
∼70 per cent of cluster galaxies fall into the cluster potential di-
rectly from the field. On the other hand, less than ∼12 per cent of
cluster galaxies are accreted as members of groups with five or more
galaxies.

The pre-processing scenario is also reflected in our analysis on the
QGs fraction in groups, ‘filament-like’ environments and field. Our
findings suggest that these environments have a different galaxy-
type mix up to z ∼ 1, with groups being the most efficient at quench-
ing the SF. At higher redshift, the galaxy population of groups,
filaments and field is similar.

Our results find support in several works in the literature. For
example, Kovač et al. (2010) show that galaxy SF and colour trans-
formation rates are higher in the group regions than in lower den-
sity areas at z ∼ 1. In addition, Presotto et al. (2012) suggest that
galaxy colours are particularly affected by the group environment
(with respect to the field) on short time-scales in a redshift range
0.2 < z < 0.8. Finally, Iovino et al. (2010) and Gerke et al. (2007)
show that the group galaxy population becomes bluer as the redshift
increases, but it maintains a systematic difference with respect to
the global galaxy population, and an even larger difference with
respect to the isolated galaxy population.

5 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

In this work, we have investigated the SFR–density relation in dif-
ferent environments up to z ∼ 1.6. We have used multiwavelength
data from the ECDFS and GOODS fields to study the evolution of
SF activity in four redshift bins. Moreover, the use of deep MIPS
24 µm and Herschel PACS data has assured an accurate estimate of
the SFR for all detected IR sources (in particular MS galaxies). This
rich data set has enabled the use of two different approaches to inves-
tigate the evolution of the SFR–density relation: an ‘environmental’
approach, which is the traditional method used in the literature, and
a novel ‘dynamical’ approach, which splits the sample into group,
‘filament-like’ and field galaxies.

By studying the SFR–density relation in the standard way, we
have found an anticorrelation up to z ∼ 0.8 but no correlation at
higher redshift. Although the significance found by the Spearman
test decreases as the redshift increases, we did not observe any
reversal of the SFR–density relation. After checking for the presence
of biases using the mock catalogues of Kitzbichler & White (2007),
we have verified that we have constantly overestimated the values
of SFR at all redshifts, due to the spectroscopic incompleteness of
our catalogues, but that the slope of our SFR–density relation is not
affected by any bias. We have also found that the role of AGN is
rather marginal in shaping the relation and that the anticorrelation
at z < 0.8 is dominated by spectroscopic group members. Since our
galaxy sample shows only a mild mass segregation at any redshift
bin, we conclude that the SFR–density relation is not driven by a
strong mass segregation.

By using the ‘dynamical’ definition of environment, we have
asserted that the bulk of quenching happens in groups. Indeed,
group spectroscopic members show a much lower mean SFR than
galaxies at similar density but not belonging to bound structures, at
least up to z ∼ 1. On the other hand, galaxies in unbound structures
exhibit a similar evolution of SFR as field isolated galaxies. Group
galaxies only reach the same level of SF activity as field galaxies at
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z > 1. However, even with this alternative approach, we have not
detected any significant SFR–density reversal. Thus, we conclude
that group galaxies experience a much faster evolution with respect
to galaxies in other environments. In addition, the strong difference
in the evolution of the group galaxies with respect to non-group
galaxies at similar density (i.e. ‘filament-like’) reveals that processes
related to the presence of a massive dark matter halo (ram pressure
stripping, strangulation and harassment) must be dominant in the
suppression of the SF activity in group galaxies below z ∼ 1. On
the other hand, purely density-related processes (close encounters
and tidal stripping) play a secondary role in the quenching.

In order to understand the cause of the faster evolution in group
galaxies, we have also studied the location of group, ‘filament-like’
and field galaxies in the SFR−M� plane. This has been done to
identify if the lower 〈SFR〉 in groups at z < 1 with respect to field
galaxies is due to a general quenching of the SF in all galaxies or
to a faster evolution of the galaxy-type mix. We have found that the
MS of group galaxies is offset with respect to that of field galax-
ies up to z ∼ 0.8, i.e. it is shifted towards lower SFRs. At higher
redshift the star-forming group galaxies are in sequence. ‘Filament-
like’ galaxies occupy a half-way position between groups and field.
This suggests that both the density- and halo-related processes are
playing a role in quenching the SF activity of actively star-forming
galaxies, but that density seems to play a secondary role. Interest-
ingly, the QGs fraction evolves faster in groups than in the other
two environments up to z ∼ 0.8, beyond which the fractions are
comparable. We conclude that the strong evolution observed in the
SFR–density relation, analysed in the dynamical approach, is likely
to be the driver of the different galaxy-type mix in groups across
cosmic epochs.
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